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AP/PDGD:  Predefined GL Dist/Comp Spread 
 

Use this transaction to create predefined general ledger account distributions to be used in 

NextGen document entry transactions (requisitions, purchase orders, invoicing). Another purpose 

for this transaction is to set up component driven percentage spreads based off of specific values 

entered in the account number and producing a spread distribution by percentage. This is used in 

requisitions, purchase orders, invoice, create journal entry, accounts receivable and employee 

maintenance. 

 

The following are instructions on adding and changing these parameters.   

 

 
 Menu Tree 

  Accounts Payable 

  AP Setup 

  Predefined GL Dist/Comp Spread 

 

Predefined GL Distributions (Tab 1) 

An example for creating Predefined GL Distributions is for use on recurring invoice GL distributions for 

utilities.  These invoices would normally be charged repeatedly to the same account(s) each month by 

percentage and/or amount.  If these accounts were set up ahead of time, it would not be necessary to key 

the accounts on every utility invoice.  The user need only make changes to any distributions and/or 

amounts after the list of accounts and amounts were loaded.   

 

The following instructions are an example on adding a distribution list for use on utility invoices: 

1. Using Tab 1, click Add to add a new distribution code and information.  Type in the name of 

the new distribution code.  This is a 10 character alphanumeric field. 

2. Enter a description for this distribution list being created. 

3. If allocation tracking will be entered as part of this distribution list, check the box next to 

“Include Allocation Tracking Information”. The Allocation Tracking Number and Type fields 

will show allowing you to specify their values are as required. 

4. Enter a GL Account number to include in this distribution list. 

5. Choose the type from the drop down box, Amount or Percent.   

6. If Percent is selected, enter the percentage value to use in calculating the amount to charge. If 

Amount is selected, enter the amount to charge to the account. Zero is an acceptable amount 

but not an acceptable percentage. 

7. Click the Add button on the middle-right of the screen to add the distribution line to the list.  

8. If one or more distribution lines are percentage types, all the percentage type values must 

total 100%. Also, amount and percentage types can be specified in one distribution list. 

9. When finished adding all accounts to this distribution list, click Save (press F5). 
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The following instructions outline how to use this Predefined GL Distribution code on an invoice. 

 

1. In Invoice Entry/Maintenance, enter your invoice as normal.  

2. On the GL screen, click the ‘Use Predefined GL Distribution’ button. 

3. From the drop down box, choose the appropriate Distribution Code. 
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4. Type in the total amount to distribute and click the Distribute button. Since each line of the 

distribution was of type Percent, clicking Distribute will spread the amount entered over the 

distribution list by each line’s percentage amount. Any remaining from rounding will be 

applied to the last line. 

5. Make any changes as required by tabbing through the fields in the list view and changing 

dollar amounts in the amount column.  

6. Click Done with ready to add the lines to the invoice. 

 
7. After the gl lines are added to the GL screen of Invoice Entry, you receive the message ‘Pre-

Defined GL Distribution Loaded Successfully’. 
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8. Add any additional lines are necessary, including using another predefined gl distribution and 

finish the invoice as usual. 

 

Component Spread (Tab 2) 

 

The Component Spread option is a ‘trigger event’.  You can use a keystroke combination in the account 

number field to trigger the spread event.   An example use for this option is to create a percentage spread 

using the entered account and amount based on one or more component values entered into the account. 

For example, if I enter 99 in the fund number, then spread the amount entered over funds 11, 12, 13 and 

14 based on the percentages set up for fund 99. 

 

Let’s take a look at this example. 

 

First, we must set up the “trigger” component information, description and the component values to 

spread over. 

 

1. Enter the Component Name and Value to “trigger” the spread. 

2. Enter a description which communicates what this spread will do or is for. 

3. In the Spread section, enter the component name, component value and percentage amount to 

substitute when building the final distribution spread. 

4. Click the Add button to add the information in step 3 to the list. 

5. Once the list is complete, click Save (F5). 

6. NOTE: Spread percentages must total 100%. 

 

So for our example, whenever an account number is entered and the data entered into the fund number 

field is 99, we want the distribution to spread the amount entered over funds 11 @ 25%, 12 @ 32%, 13 @ 

10% and fund 14 @ 33%. So the following screen would be how we would set it up in NextGen. 
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Once this is set up, it can be used in requisition entry, purchase order entry, invoice entry, bill entry, 

create journal entry and employee maintenance. 

 

Let’s look at invoice entry for now to demonstrate the Fund 99 trigger example. 

 

1. Enter the invoice as normal until you get to the GL screen. 

2. Enter the account number that you would like to apply the spread over but enter fund 99 instead 

of the real fund number and enter the amount to spread. Notice that once you exit the account 

number field, the account description will show the description entered for the spread and the tag 
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(Comp Spread) after the description. This is visual confirmation that the spread is active. 

 
3. Once Add GL is clicked, the program will spread the amount by percentage defined for each 

fund, and replacing 99 with the specific fund number for the percentage. 

4. Add additional lines as necessary, including additional component spreads. 

5. Finish the invoice as normal. 


